
CB Nuit 2024: ~SPIRAL~
Youth Mentorship Program

~Are you a young member of our community who loves to practice
ART?

~Do you have a great idea for CB Nuit this year?

This is how to apply to CB Nuit with your project idea in 3 easy steps!

1- Tell us about yourself and your art (250 words)

2- Check out our Tips for Project Ideas at the bottom of this document

3- Tell us about your project idea for CB Nuit (250 words)

*Include all of your answers and any attachments (example of your art or sketches of
your idea) in a PDF document and send to cbnuitsumbissions@gmail.com

Important details to note:

*The artist fee for our Mentored Project Artist is: $500 (with a $250 budget)

*You will work with a mentor in 3 creative sessions throughout the summer to bring
your project to the next level!

* We are available to support you with the application process. Simply send us a
message with your questions or concerns.

Louise Gauthier, Executive Director
cbnuit@gmail.com
709 639 4513 (can accept a text)
or DM us @cbnuit on Instagram!

mailto:cbnuit@gmail.com


TIPS FOR IMPROVING YOUR APPLICATION AND DETAILS TO CONSIDER:

1. Our festival happens at night, think about how your project will be visible and
noticeable in the dark.

2. Consider the scale of your art project and if it can be heard or seen from a distance.
3. If your project is more intimate, consider how it will stand out from the crowd and the

best way to showcase it.
4. Our festival is for all ages and all people. Consider the safety and accessibility to all

festival goers. Extension cords and heavy objects need to be secured etc.
5. CB Nuit is mainly an outdoor festival (with limited indoor spaces) that happens rain or

shine. Think about how your project will hold up in the elements, especially the wind
and rain. Find creative solutions to protect your project from the elements.

6. CB Nuit projects are site specific. Consider creating your project around a specific
indoor or outdoor space along West Street. Google maps is a great way to have a
closer look! (requested sites are not guaranteed).

7. Project installation, execution and take down will be the responsibility of the artist.
Projects need to be removed by the end of Festival night without damage to property
or the environment. The CB Nuit Team and volunteers will provide support for
installation and take down.

8. Please consider the carbon footprint of your project. CB Nuit is a friend of planet Earth!


